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Get JustBASIC or QBASIC

• find directions on Readings site

• put a shortcut on your desktop

• make a folder for programming 

on your desktop, too;

keep your programs there



Someday...

• check out links for other BASICs

• search with keywords

BASIC programming language



Programming cycle

edit

runadmire



Programming cycle

This is JustBASIC’s editor window.  Note run is both a 

button and menu item.  When you run your program, 

a second window opens.



Programming cycle

This is QBASIC’s editor window:  same thing in old clothes.  

When you run your program, a second window opens.



Try this in the editor

print "Hello, world"

end

This is the customary first program that 

programmers write when trying out a new 

language.



Try this in the editor

This is the customary first program that 

programmers write when trying out a new 

language.



Save as in JustBASIC

Use your folder.  Replace the star in .bas 

with a name that makes sense, such as hello.bas



Save as in QBASIC

I sure hope you made a new folder for your work!

because a mouse isn’t much help here.



Copy and paste??

Even the clipboard isn’t what it used to be.

Use JustBASIC if you can.



Second program



Second program

print "Your name, please";

input name$

print "Hello, "; name$

end

Now we use a variable, name$, 
that can hold any string of characters.

When the program runs, the user’s entry

will be put where name$ occurs.



Second program

Yup, that’s my name...



Second program

print "Your name, please";

input name$

print "Hello, "; name$

end

If you want it to look great,

you have to take a lot of care with little things 

like spaces and semicolons.

This is a fact of every programming environment.



It won't run!

Maybe there's an error in your code.



Third program

'--- get user name

print "Your name, please";

input name$

'--- get user age

print "Your age, please";

input age

'--- put messages

print "Hello, "; name$

print "In ten years, you will be ";

print age + 10;

print " years old."

end



Third 

program



Fourth program
checking out arithmetic

print 2+3, 2-3

print 2*3, 2/3

'--- use an exponent

print 2^3



More arithmetic

'--- absolute value

print abs(-7) 

'--- square root

print sqr(100)

Many other functions are available; 

see the help screens of your BASIC.



More arithmetic

'--- modular arithmetic

'--- calculates remainder

print 10 mod 7

Remainders are used much more 

often in programming than in most 

other mathematical pursuits.



Challenge
Pythagorean theorem

• Ask the user for the lengths of two legs 

of a right triangle.

• Calculate the length of the hypotenuse, 

using the Pythagorean theorem 

a2 + b2 = c2

• Tell the user plainly what to do 

and what the results are!



Sample dialog: Pythagorean theorem

Think about what the program should say.

This program asks you for the lengths

of two legs of a right triangle,

then computes the length of the hypotenuse

using the Pythagorean theorem.

Length of the first leg?  6

Length of the second leg?  8

Length of the hypotenuse:  10.0

Program end.

user says...

program calculates...

use PEMDAS!



Beginning, middle, and end

• Use pseudocode to design your program 

before you begin writing BASIC code.

'-- intro message to user

'-- get two numbers, a and b

'–- result message

'–- result: 

do arithmetic on a and b

'-- message "End of program“

• Resist the temptation to work quickly!



Think

first

Don’t 

hurry!



Looping
a.k.a. repetition, iteration

Try this:

msg$ = "hello"

for i = 1 to 5

print msg$

next i



Looping
a.k.a. repetition, iteration

If the output is the same, then is the program 

the same or different?  Hmmm...

msg$ = ″hello″

for i = 2 to 10 step 2

print msg$

next i



Loops
work like this:



Loop

set an initial value

of control variable

test the variable

loop business, 

which may or may not

involve the variable

update 

the control variable

another test of the 

variable, then ...



Loop 

example

for i = 1 to 5

print "Hello" 

next i



Lotso loops, same outcome 

'--- loop 1

for i = 1 to 5

print msg$

next i

'--- loop 2

for i = 2 to 10 step 2

print msg$

next i

'--- loop 3

for i = 5 to 1 step -1

print msg$

next i

'--- loop 4

for i = 10 to 50 step 10 

print msg$

next i



Using the loop variable
Printing the variable shows us the differences.

for i = 1 to 5

print i, msg$

next i

for i = 2 to 10 step 2

print i, msg$

next i

for i = 10 to 50 step 10

print i, msg$

next i



Using the variable for math

'--- math with i

for i = 1 to 10 

print i, i * i

next i



Using loop variable 

in a math function

'--- math function with i

for i = 1 to 10

print i, sqr(i) 

next i

See lots more functions in your program’s help pages.



Using loop variable

in a character function

'--- character function with i

for i = 65 to 71 

print i, chr$(i)

next i

The function chr$( ) uses ASCII codes.



Challenge

• Print a sequence of numbers:

1, 4, 9, 25, ..., 100

• Use a loop to print the entire alphabet:
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

• Use a loop to print the alphabet 
backwards:

ZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA



Loop within a loop
also known as a nested loop

• Try this:

for i = 1 to 5

for j = 1 to 4

print j;

next j

print

next i

• What are the semicolon and empty line about?

Try the code with and without them to find out.



Challenge
rows and columns

• Ask the user for two values, one for rows, 

and one for columns.

• Make a rectangle having that many stars 

in each row and column.

• For example, 5-by-3:

* * * * *

* * * * *

* * * * *



Loop within a loop
also known as a nested loop

• Try this:

for i = 1 to 5

for j = 1 to i

print j;

next j

print

next i

• Any expression is OK as an index of the loop —

including another loop index.



Challenge
triangle forwards

• Ask the user to pick a number n.

• If the user chooses 5, print this triangle:

*

* *

* * *

* * * * 

* * * * *



Challenge
triangle backwards

• Or this one:

* * * * *

* * * *

* * *  

* * 

*



Keeping it real

• Note that the user, not the programmer, 

decides the value for n

• Your program must work with all positive 

values for n.



Suggestion

• Still, it’s easier initially to “hard-code” 

a fixed value for n.

• When that works perfectly, 

rewrite the code to allow the user 

to choose n.



Challenge
snazzy isoceles triangle

*

* *

* * *

* * * *

* * * * *

* * * *

* * *  

* * 

*



Extra challenge
diamond made of stars

*

* *

* * *

* * * *

* * * * *

* * * *

* * *  

* * 

*



A loop that never ends

total = 0

'-- enter while loop

while (total >= 0)

total = total + 1

print total

'-- end of while loop

wend

Use Control-Break on keyboard to make it stop.



User-controlled exit from loop
total = 0

'-- enter while loop

while (total >= 0)

total = total + 1

print total

input "Again"; y$

if (y$ = "n") then

exit while

end if

'-- end of while loop

wend

.



Adding user's numbers
total = 0

'-- enter while loop

while (1 > 0)

input "Enter number to add:"; n

total = total + n

input "Another number"; y$

if (y$ = "n") then

exit while

end if

'-- end of while loop

wend

print "Total is: "; total



Adding user's numbers
total = 0

'-- enter while loop

while (1 > 0)

input "Enter number to add:"; n

total = total + n

input "Another number"; y$

if (y$ = "n") then

exit while

end if

'-- end of while loop

wend

print "Total is: "; total

Correct starting value of total and method of adding 

are very important!



Initialization

• This line sets variable total to zero:

total = 0

'--- enter loop

'...

total = total + n

• Correct initialization allows the code that 

follows to work, even if you cut and paste 

it to a new section of the program



Assignment statements

• These lines include two assignment statements

total = 0

'--- enter loop

'...

total = total + n

• In most computer languages, assignment works right-to-

left

• It tells the computer to replace the value in memory with 

a new value



Challenge

• Ask the user to enter numbers, one by 

one, then find their average

• How many numbers?  Decide:

• program can ask user how many

or

• program can let user tell it when to stop entry

• Either way, program must know how many 

are entered


